LUX ROOM MENU
Our treatments begin with a breathing ritual, which relaxes the body and quiets the mind. Feel the bliss of your body with our exclusive luxury treatments. Before we even begin,
you’ll experience soothing tea, personalized aromatherapy, and a guided meditation to leave you more than ready.

MASSAGE
CIEL SIGNATURE MASSAGE
50 minutes $200 | 80 minutes $250
The ultimate massage. At Ciel, we believe a truly great massage is allencompassing. It begins with a sound therapy treatment, aligning your body and
mind to prepare
for our curated massage experience, provided by one of our highly skilled and
experienced therapists. Includes our signature massage, craniosacral therapy,
organic aromatherapy, and scalp stimulation.

CIEL THAI MASSAGE
50 minutes $220
Using old-world techniques, this oil-free treatment is a game changer. Also known
as “the lazy man’s yoga,” your therapist will assist in positioning your body, focusing
on deep stretching compressions and total muscle relaxation. An herbal ball
compress is used in this treatment to promote deep relaxation and reduce stress.
This therapy is known to relieve anxiety, ease back pain, help with muscle & joint
stiffness, headaches and migraines. You will leave feeling limber and energetic. If
you have tightness or chronic stiffness, this is the massage for you.

CIEL DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE
50 minutes $250 | 80 minutes $320
Find release to your aches and pains with our versatile deep tissue treatment. You’ll
get focused attention with a mix of hot stones, warming creams, percussion tools,
and incredibly skilled healing hands. This is anything but your ordinary deep tissue
massage. Let us help you feel your best.

CIEL SPA LUX MASSAGE
up to 180 minutes $650
A truly personalized treatment. A curated combination of all our therapies. We’ve
designed this special treatment as a symphony of sensations to work on your mind,
body, and soul with a careful combination designed to ease and elevate you in
ways you’ve never felt in a massage before. Includes Yoga Nidra guided meditation
to leave you feeling euphoric and renewed, unlike anything you’ve ever
experienced.

HAIR
All of our hair services are provided by master stylists, using cutting edge
techniques and premium quality products in order to create the perfect service. Our
“Eden Room,” or wash house, is a serene, quiet escape which houses our steam
domed wash bowls to open the cuticles for maximum delivery and cleanse. Our B3
deep bond building treatments restore and add shine to hair. Our color services are
performed using Calura by Oligo Professional products, a line formulated to
maximize dye penetration while minimizing damage.

SHAPE & STYLE
Master Designer Cut
Gentlemans Cut
Hot Towel Experience
Beard Trim
Blow Dry
Waves
Up-Do (without prep work)
Bridal Hair Design
Hair Extensions

$180
$60
$80
$40
$55+
$15
$95+
$200+
By Consultation

COLOR
Touch Up
Gloss
Balyage
Quick Lights
Partial Highlights
Full Color
Gentleman Shades
Gentleman Lights

$75
$45
$300+
$95+
$150+
$250+
$45
$75+

TREATMENTS
Keratin Treatments

$200+

FACE

NAILS

Ciel Spa by Miller X Biologique Recherche Services

THE CUSTOM

SIGNATURE CIEL SPA MANICURE

60 min/$250 80 min/$340

40 minutes $30

Our signature wellness journey completely curated to restore your skin’s natural
radiance and provide an instant lift to the face and décolleté. Following a
specialized sequence of meticulous massage techniques and clinical combination
of active ingredients, the skin is instantly transformed.

A full manicure treatment using premium nail lacquer from Smith and Cult. For
perfect hands, includes full grooming, massaging, and hydration.

MICRO-PUNCTURE LAB

55 minutes $55

100 Minutes/$475
The Biologique Recherche Micro-Puncture Lab is a unique approach to the micro
needling beauty technique. Our exclusive treatment includes controlling
inflammatory reaction while applying super active substances, to drive a dramatic
increase in collagen production. The immediate results of this treatment include;
smoothed out wrinkles, and fine lines, stronger skin, reduction of scars/spots, and
so much more.

SIGNATURE CIEL SPA PEDICURE
A full pedicure treatment using premium nail lacquer from Smith and Cult. Includes
full grooming, massaging, and hydration for your feet.
Gel Services available.

THE LUX EXPERIENCE
$1250

FOR THE FACE
Our custom facial beings this treatment then leads into our ultimate age-defying
therapy using clinical grade ingredients coupled with the micro needling technology.
It is designed to reverse and prevent the signs of premature aging, scaring and
hyperpigmentation. For most desired results, recommended in a series of 4-6
treatments spaced in 4 week increments.

FOR THE SCALP
A therapy designed to invigorate healthy hair and stimulate growth on the scalp.
Includes full hair wash and blow-dry. For most desired results, recommended in a
series of 4-6 treatments spaced in 4 week increments.

Indulge in a day of luxury solely about you.
You can have it all. From the moment you arrive, greeted with complimentary valet
service, you will be escorted to our spa by our professional concierge team.
This perfect escape will begin with our welcome ceremony of delectable treats,
refreshing custom beverages, and a quiet moment of relaxation with our signature
aromatherapy ritual.
You will then enjoy a tailored facial treatment, massage, nail service, full color &
cut, B3 conditioning treatment and a beautiful blow out by one of our master
stylists.
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